
Dual-Lock Reclosable Fasteners

Supporting your designs
behind the seams.
Innovative fastening
solutions.



Freecall: 1800 008 590
www.adept-industrial.com.au
sales@adept-industrial.com.au

Please note that the technical information and data provided within should be
considered representative or typical only and should not be used for specification
purposes. User should evaluate the 3M product to determine whether it is fit for a
particular purpose and suitable for user's method of application.

To learn more about the 3M product that's right for your application or place an order,
contact Kieran or Adel at Adept Industrial Solutions on 1800 008 590.

Safety
First!

Converting

Do you have the right safety PPE for your employees? When involved with
industrial abrasives or aerosol spray adhesives and cleaners, safety glasses or
goggles, as well as a respirator may be the workplace safety you need.

Attach cushioning to horse trailer dividerSecure plastic signs to window glass Attach elevator control panel to interior wallFasten ceiling panels to interior for future access
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SJ3560
TB3560

SJ4570
TB4570

Rubber adhesive sticks to many
plastics and powder coated paints,
low surface energy materials. Indoor
and limited outdoor applications.

Product Sample Features/ApplicationsStem Density Colour Engaged Thickness Temperature Resistance

250/250 Black 5.7mm 49ºC

5.7mm 93ºC

5.7mm 104ºC

2.49mm 70ºC

5.7mm 93ºC

5.7mm 104ºC

General purpose acrylic adhesive sticks
to metals, glass, medium to high surface
energy plastics and paints. indoor and
outdoor applications.

250/250 Black

Highest temperature performance. Bonds
well to metals (aluminium, stainless steel),
glass, plastics (acrylic, polycarbonate,
ABS). Indoor and outdoor applications.

Low surface energy acrylic adhesive
sticks to metals, glass and many plastics
and powder coated paints, medium to low
energy materials. indoor and limited
outdoor applications.

Ideal for indoor and outdoor use to attach
doors, access panels, cushions,
headliners, signs and display
components.

250/250 Clear

Low Profile/Thin Clear

TB3551/
TB3552 400/170 Black

TB3561/
TB3562

Clear acrylic adhesive bonds well to
aluminium, steel, acrylic, glass, wood, rigid
vinyl.

400/170 Black

Converting to die cutting can add value to any product by increasing
design flexibility and freeing designers from many constraints and
resulting in higher quality finished products.

Attach access panels to industrial, electronic and electrical equipment


